2008 ford 6.4

You can't win 'em all, even when you're one of the world's largest automakers. Ford knows this
to be true after its period of so-so diesel pickups throughout the s, all of which came after the
venerable 7. While truck fans usually heap criticisms on the 6. What's worse, it projects the
range for major repairs to fall between just 65, and , miles. This is often a hotly debated topic
among those who drive trucks daily or simply like to argue on the internet. Unlike the 6. They
face hiccups with fuel and water separators, failure-prone VGT turbos, diesel particulate filter
DPF clogging, and cylinder washing, related to a troublesome post-injection strategy that
causes fuel to dilute the engine oil. As such, these pickups aren't as likely to boast the sort of
longevity that many other diesel-powered vehicles do. Some owners look to combat these
problems by swapping the compound turbo setup for a single turbocharger, which does away
with some but not all of the usual issues. Likewise, many remove the trucks' emissions
systemsâ€”like deleting the DPF and tuning it to run properlyâ€”though that's led to massive
legal trouble for more than a few folks. Many repairs require the removal of the truck's cab, too,
since the V8 is so tightly fitted into the engine bay. Performance specs for the 6. Fuel economy
figures were mediocre, though, and the Ford was far out-matched by Dodge's inline-six
Cummins in that category. Of course, this isn't to say that all 6. They do, however, demand extra
service to make sure everything is in proper working order. Consumer Reports only makes
explicit mention of the Ford Super Duty, although this engine had a production run that lasted
through the model year with minor tweaks. They weren't without their issues, though, as all of
Detroit's Big Three had growing pains with the newly tightened emissions restrictions at the
time. Bought my F DRW 6. Purchased to pull a 38', fifth wheel both on short trips to the lake and
longer cross country trips. Have 2 more trips, 10 more states and about more miles planned this
summer and have had no experiences that would lead me to expect anything different. We
bought a Ford F and had 55 repairs in less than 5 years, Ford should have taken this vehicle
back under the lemon law and did not, there are thousands of owners who need to be in on this
law suit, look it up online! The was a lemon and Ford needs to admit that, we have been Ford
owners our whole lives but not anymore! Ford really let us down on this one! Spent 7, on
repairs to melted down up pipes, it is gutless without an egr delete which is illegal now to get , it
has no power at ALL without one, and you will not find a mechanic anywhere around to work on
it for you, it will leave you stranded, dealerships will try to rip you off on price to trade in,
horrible gas mileage, not a reliable vehicle, recently totaled ours because the braking system
failed, air bags did not deploy, and lost traction control. First off I love my truck, it's a Job 1 CC
4x4 diesel. The fuel economy isn't stellar, but it weighs in at 9K lbs with tools, I can live with it.
Use it mostly for highway trips, the ride is great. Around 54K miles I started doing a lot of city
driving building a new house and noticed the brakes are dragging bad. So what the Super all
about? Ford won't touch it either. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about
the F Super Duty. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Does exactly what it was purchased for. Worst
vehicle we have ever owned! Items per page:. Write a review See all F Super Duties for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Sign Up. Ford introduced the 6. It was cleaner,
quieter, and more powerful than its predecessors - the 6. This new 6. Compared to the 6. Like
the 6. This bed plate is securely cinched down to the engine block via four bolts per main. The
6. On top, there are cast iron cylinder heads with four valves per cylinder. Valves are actuated
by the rocker arms. Each rocker arm opens and closes two valves at once together. The fuel is
provided by the Siemens VDO K16 high-pressure fuel pump which is located at the rear of the
lift valley. The K16 fuel pump is capable of producing 24, psi. The engine also was equipped a
first in the segment with the piezoelectric injectors. These injectors are capable of pulling off
five events during the course of each cylinder's power stroke and deliver much more precise
fueling than the HEUI injectors could. The engine has the compound turbo setup - The compact
package of turbochargers manufactured by BorgWarner. It combined a 65 mm fixed geometry
low-pressure unit with a 52 mm variable geometry high-pressure turbocharger. This twin
sequential turbocharger system gives such benefits as reduced turbo lag and improved overall
performance characteristic. All 6. Almost 25 percent of intake air contains exhaust gases now,
lowering NOx emissions. To reduce particulate matter production, the engine exhaust system
received a diesel particulate filter DPF. The manufacturer provided the special regeneration
process for the DPF to make it as a self-cleaning device. During that active regeneration
process, additional fuel is injected on the engine's exhaust stroke to effectively burn out the
trapped particles in the DPF. In , Ford began offering the newest 6. But 6. In first, factory pistons
are prone to crake. That happens more likely due to the high psi stock boost pressure. On the
other hand, the 6. In second, the problem with blown head gaskets is still happened due to
stretched head bolts under higher cylinder pressure. The third issue is a lack of oil lubrication
for the rocker arms. That leads to accelerated wear of pressed-in balls of the rocker arms,

increased friction and heat in the valvetrain. Besides that, the 6. The downside to the DPF
regeneration process on the 6. It's not rare for owners to report draining an extra gallon of oil at
the oil change interval. Regeneration also negatively affects fuel consumption. The piezoelectric
injectors are more sensitive to the quality of fuel because of the ultra-tight tolerances than the
previous HEUI injectors had. Failed 6. But Ford engineers were focused to fix or at least
minimize the previous issues. As a result, the 6. Home Ford 6. Engine Specs Manufacturer.
Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material. Fuel type. Number of
cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type of internal
combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil
capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. But is the Ford 6. The engine is in the same boat as the
6. We will go through a few things to look for when buying one, or if you already own one some
tips for taking care of it. One thing we see a lot is leaking radiators. They have plastic end tanks
that are held on by the aluminum center section tabs that crimp the end tank in place.
Unfortunately there is no fixing it when this happens. The whole radiator needs replaced. The
newer replacement radiators seem to hold up better though. It appears they have made the
crimped tabs stronger. If you are buying 6. The next problem is the one that puts these trucks in
the shop the most. The egr and dpf system is a nightmare. It then passes through the vertical
egr cooler which is visible when you open the hood. It is the long rectangular part that is at sort
of an angle on the front of the engine. The upper cooler is connected to the egr valve that will
introduce the hot exhaust gas into the intake manifold. The Diesel Particulate Filter DPF system
is the large round unit located underneath the truck towards the front of the exhaust system.
The DPF is the back part of that unit behind the row of bolts that connects it to the catalytic
convertor in the front. They read the exhaust gas temperature before, in, and after the DPF filter.
There is also a pressure sensor mounted on the dpf to measure exhaust back pressure there.
When the sensors determine that the DPF has become a certain amount clogged, it requires the
system to do a regen. You may have noticed the cleaning exhaust filter message displayed on
your dash gauge area when this happens. During a regen, the egr valve is opened to let hot
exhaust air into the engine to raise exhaust gas temperatures. This gets the DPF extremely hot.
Then the fuel injectors fire a mist of fuel when the piston is on the exhaust stroke to introduce
fuel into the exhaust system. The extreme exhaust gas temperatures and the raw fuel in the dpf
will cause all the soot to burn out and cleans the filter. Once the computer feels the dpf is clean
enough, it ends the regen. You will probably notice a loss in power and fuel economy when this
happens. Some trucks will also smoke out the tail pipe during this process as well. There are a
couple of major problems with this emissions system. First, it is extremely restrictive. Not only
does it cause poor fuel economy when the truck is regen, but fuel economy in general is
terrible. The second problem is since fuel is being fired into the cylinders during the exhaust
stroke, fuel wash down and oil dilution happens. This extra oil is fuel. Unfortunately, fuel does
not do a good job lubricating the bearings and hard parts of the engine. If you are going to leave
the dpf system intact, it is extremely important to change the oil every 5, miles. Ford
recommends 10,, but the oil gets so diluted at that interval that engine damage can occur. A
common question is if the egr and dpf system can be removed to make the truck reliable like the
6. The answer is yes. Of course we would never recommend tampering with any federal
emission devices on a vehicle that is registered for highway use. That would of course be
against the law. However, if you were in a country with no emissions, use your vehicle strictly
for off road use, or are using your 6. The EGR Delete with intake elbow will let you remove both
egr cooler and the egr valve. If you install either product by itself, the truck will throw check
engine codes and may enter a no start fault. A programmer must be installed at the same time
that removes the dpf and egr programming from the vehicles ecm. It could be assumed that fuel
economy and mileage would go up, but as we mentioned earlier, it is illegal to remove emission
devices from legally registered vehicles in the US. We already talked about fuel dilution from the
dpf regen cycles, but there is also another good reason to keep a close eye on your oil level.
The 6. What that means is that there is a central injection pump that pressures the fuel up to 24,
psi and delivers it to a rail on each head. Every injector has a single fuel line from the rail to feed
it this high pressure fuel. The injector and these fuel rails are located under the valve cover. If
any fuel leak occurs in this system, it will leak directly into the engine oil. Keeping an eye on the
fuel level can help you catch this potentially fatal engine problem before engine damage occurs.
As long as we are talking about the fuel system, there is one other quick item that most owners
and techs overlook. To the left of the engine coolant reservoir is a small black tank with a
radiator style cap on it. This is a coolant system that cools the fuel. It has regular antifreeze
coolant in it. In a complete lapse of common sense, Ford put a sight glass on the all black
reservoir which renders the sight glass useless. Just take the cap off and make sure it stays
full. If it goes empty it will either burn the coolant pump for the system out or worse damage the

expensive high pressure fuel pump. There is a lot of internet chatter about the twin turbo
system on these trucks but we see very few problems from them. If the egr system is removed
we almost never see a problem. Two things to be aware of though. First, the bolts that hold the
two turbo chargers together often fall out. At least half of the 6. Odds are nothing is going to
happen but it does open the door for things to wiggle apart and cause problems. The second
issue are the expansion joints in the pipes from the exhaust manifolds to the turbos. They will
crack and cause a severe lack of power and usually a terrible hiss type sound from the engine
compartment as boost comes up. If you are buying a truck look for soot on the firewall or hood
area as evidence of an exhaust up-pipe leak. Another area of potential problems is the front
cover. It can develop leaks in the water pump area that lets coolant leak into the crank case.
There is more common on the F and F trucks because they have really lower gears that cause
the engine to turn higher rpms on average. While it can happen on a F or F, it is not nearly as
common. It is yet another reason to keep a close eye on your engine oil for the level raising.
Another issue that commonly gets misdiagnosed is the oil cooler getting blocked off by debris
in the coolant system. The egr system breaks down the coolant due to the extreme
temperatures the exhaust gasses place on the coolers. The silicates drop out of the coolant
causing a sludge that makes a mess of the coolant system. This sludge material plugs heater
cores and commonly the oil cooler. If the delta between the coolant temperature and the oil
temperature gets too high a wrench light will appear on the dash and power will be derated. This
is really hard for a tech to diagnose because it usually only happens when the truck has been
towing for a couple of hours when the problem starts. The wrench light will come on and the
power will be cut. After it cools down and the engine is turned off and back on, everything will
be back to normal. This is why a coolant filter is suggested for these engines if you are leaving
the egr coolers intact. As for regular maintenance, the oil and filter should be changed every 5,
miles religiously if the dpf system is still in place. The interval can be extended to 10, miles if
the dpf is removed and synthetic oil is used. Also, always use the factory style cartridge filter
and factory cap. The fuel filters should be changed every 10, miles and the water separator
drain should be opened once a month. It is also a good idea to check your oil and coolant levels
once every other week to make sure everything is ok. While this seems like a long list of things
that could go wrong, we see fairly few issues with these engines. They are a big improvement
over the 6. They have great, smooth power, very quiet noise levels, and start incredibly well in
the cold. Head gaskets are not an issue as unless the truck is run hard pushing extreme
horsepower levels. Fuel mileage is usually pretty poor but some aftermarket magic can usually
cure that. For example, one of the trucks we tow our big show trailer with is a F 6. The fifth
wheel show trailer weighs roughly 15, pounds and we average about 14 miles per gallon towing
it. Simple modifications and good maintenance keep these trucks running good for a long time.
If you are going to look at truck to buy or want to go over the problem areas on your own truck,
enter you email below to receive our 6. Toggle menu Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0.
Automatic Transmission Manual Transmission. Performance Upgrade Stock Replacement.
Aluminized Systems Stainless Systems. Off Roading Lighting Rigid Industries. Side Steps.
Running Boards. We all have heard the horror stories about the 6. Enter your email address to
receive the 6. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to

detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

